Your responsibility:
Take your kitten/cat to the vet within 7 days for the health guarantee to be valid.
Report any problems to us immediately
Kittens will be spayed or neutered between 6 months of age and 1 year - per the contract, unless
other arrangements are made with the seller.
Our responsibility:
We will replace your kitten with one of equal value if your vet finds any congenital problems

KITTEN / CAT SALE CONTRACT
DATE: ___________________
DATE OF PICKUP: _________________
This is to Certify that the Kitten or Cat is a CFA Himalayan or Persian Breed
COLOR:___________________
SEX: ________
BORN ON: ___________________
SIRE: ______________________________
DAM: ____________________________________
Kittens/cat Vaccination info:
___________________________________________________________________________________
Parents tested for PKD, FEL, FIV and are negative.
PRICE: __________________
NON-REFUNDABLE DEPOSIT: __________________
BALANCE: _______________________

THE PURCHASER AGREES TO THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS OF SALE:
I- Kitten/cat is not allowed outdoors, this is an indoor pet only.
2- This kitten/cat is being purchased for Pet Show Breeding
3- If the kitten/cat is being purchased as a pet, the purchaser agrees to neuter or spay the kitten
between the age of 6 months to a 1 year per contract. CFA papers are not given until verification from
vet of altering is sent to seller. If kitten is being purchased as a Show cat, this does not promise that it
will be a champion kitten/cat, just that it has the qualities of a Show kitten/cat. If the kitten/cat is
purchased as a Show cat, and you want breeding rights, this is an extra fee. If the kitten/cat is
purchased for Breeding, the kitten comes with CFA papers and pin to breed. This kitten/cat must be
bred within CFA regulations, and no interbreeding.
4- If the kitten/cat is taken to the vet within 7 days of purchase, and any congenital defects are
discovered as a result of the examination, the seller agrees to take the kitten/cat back and another
kitten will be given in exchange. The new kitten will be as close to the same kitten in color and sex as
possible, but with no guarantee. This contract does not include paying for any vet bills, as a result of
test taken or medication given. This health guarantee does not include colds, or fungus infections,,
or FIP, only congenital problems.
5- Persian/Himalayan kittens are easily stressed out, when moving to new homes. Keep kitten in a
small room without a lot of noise for a few days until the kitten is adjusted to its new environment.
Make sure you will be home for 2 to 3 days after picking up kitten to watch for any negative changes,
such as sneezing, breathing heavy thru nose, or not eating. If this should happen purchaser is
required to take the kitten to the vet within a few hours. Kittens get dehydrated within a few hours of
not eating or drinking. Kitten will go home on a food provided. Don't make any changes to food for a
couple weeks, then slowly change over to new food if necessary.
BUYER'S NAME ____________________________________
SIGNATURE:________________________________________
BUYER'S ADDRESS:
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
BUYER'S PHONE: ___________________
BUYER'S EMAIL: __________________________________________
SELLER— VICTORIA VIEHMEYER
SIGNATURE ____________________________________________
SELLER'S ADDRESS:
1601 N Main St. South Boston VA 24592
SELLER'S PHONE
267-446-4399
SELLER'S EMAIL:
Victoriascat@comcast.net

